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United Kingdom Alcohol Epidemic: An Update Part III
Will the US Experience a Similar Epidemic? It’s Up to Us.

by Pamela S. Erickson
We have done good things to reduce underage drinking
and drunk driving and there are some moderation
trends in the alcohol business. But, these things will be
for naught if we take our eye off the ball because
deregulation has increased, cheap alcohol is abundant
and excessive competition is driving more promotion.
Let’s look at favorable and unfavorable trends.
Underage drinking rates and drunk driving deaths are
at an all-time low. Our focused efforts over many years
are finally paying off. Rates of drinking have slowly, but
steadily declined. Such rates have also declined in the UK
and other European countries, but the US has some of the
lowest rates.
It is particularly gratifying that girls’
intoxication rates have dropped. The trend toward girls’
risky drinking has decreased in both the US and the UK,
but UK girls still drink at rates that are over twice those in
the US. While progress has been made, too many of our
children are negatively impacted by alcohol. As the
researchers remind us, a youth who starts drinking before
age 15 is four times more likely to become addicted than
one who waits until 21. And, regular alcohol use can
damage the developing adolescent brain, reducing
learning capacities at a crucial time. We cannot afford to
slow efforts on this problem.
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Drunk driving deaths have declined due to aggressive DUI
enforcement programs and better safety equipment.
Nevertheless, in 2010, drunk driving crashes killed 10,228
people and injured another 345,000. This continues to be
an unacceptable number of tragedies. Every year we lose
more people on our highways than the 6,500 total deaths
in the two recent wars. We must continue to work on this
issue.

Moderation Trends: The Popularity of Higher Priced
Craft Beer, Fine Wine and High-end Spirits Suggest a
Moderation Trend.
While overall beer sales have
declined in recent years, the craft beer business is
booming. Although the market share is still small, new
breweries are opening in every state.
While these
products sometimes contain more alcohol, they are also
higher priced.
Advertising and promotion typically
emphasizes the taste and quality rather than suggesting
high volume consumption. There is also a growing craft
distillery business which seems to be moving along the
same lines. The wine industry has long been known for
advertising and marketing their product to an adult
population and surveys generally show that underage
youth do not drink wine. While prices in stores have
declined, prices in bars and restaurants have increased and
such places now often sell craft products. Efforts to
promote good serving practices and strict regulations seem
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to have prevented widespread drunken bar behavior that
we still see in the UK. Hopefully, these trends will
continue to move the US in the direction of moderation in
alcohol consumption.
Now look at the disturbing trends:
•

While underage drinking has declined,
adult drinking has edged up to a 25-year
high, according to a Gallup organization
survey.

•

Adult binge drinking is “a bigger problem
than previously thought” according to the
Centers for Disease Control. Such rates
are stable, but have not declined.

•

The hyper-competitive grocery market
has made alcohol both more affordable
and more available as more national
chains seek additional liquor licenses.
Both trends are likely to increase
consumption and problems.

•

Large grocery corporations are lobbying
and filing lawsuits to deregulate. They
have successfully convinced many elected
officials that such changes will bring
increased revenue and do little harm.
Both of these assumptions are
questionable.

•

Apathy about alcohol harm seems to have
set in. The media often quotes people
who equate alcohol with any other
product. Costco’s wine buyer said wine is
no different “than toilet paper…”

•

Washington State is a mess!
In
November, a 60-page ballot initiative
sponsored and financed primarily by
Costco deregulated wine and privatized
spirits. The measure gave major benefits
to Costco and their particular business
model, but has not resulted in lower prices
for spirits. A public outcry ensued as
sticker shock set in. Consumers have
crossed the borders into Oregon and Idaho
for cheaper products.
And recently,
various businesses are suing the
Washington Liquor Board over various
issues relating to the measure which they
had no part in writing.
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So…it’s up to us: our communities, our businesses and
our public officials. We must continue to work on the
harms of alcohol and never pretend that it is just another
product. Our regulatory systems are comprehensive and
effective and remain our best defense against a UK-type
alcohol epidemic.

For more information, see www.healthyalcoholmarket.com
or
Contact Pam Erickson at pam@pamaction.com
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